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Future Food Services: 

 › Assess the current businesses and document all shortcoming 
and underdeveloped opportunities for sales & service

 › Develop a five step plan of work to explain to each food 
retailer– Evaluate, Develop, Design, Merchandise & Maintain

 › F&B offer development new products, new concepts, 
on-trends in food, eating and lifestyle

 › Tenancy Design Review & Recommendations of the  
proposed shop design

 › Best Practice Site Inspections – e.g The New Glen Fresh Food 
Market, Colonial Farms, South Melbourne Market, EATALY etc

 › Visual Merchandising Plan – customised, props suppliers 
catalogues, planograms, layouts & prop procurements

 › Pre Opening Planning, checklist, inspections, time frames & mock-ups 
on site: physical inspections, uniform, promos, ticketing, tastings, etc

 › Post Opening Review – aligned with defects list, service audit, 
operational realignment & post opening feedback.

Future Food has a long standing working partnership with 
Vicinity Centres; and when asked by the Centre Management 
Team at Box Hill Central to undertake the Store Presentation 
and Visual Merchandising of the refurbished fresh food 
retailers in the Market; Future Food welcomed the opportunity 
to be involved with exciting projects.

As part of the agreed total refurbishment of their existing shops 
Future Food agreed to work one-on-one with each of the 
five fresh food retailers to maximise their sales potential by 
representing their food business as highly visual modern fresh 
food tenancy. By incorporating the first principles of any fresh 
food business of relevant design, freshness, abundance, visual 
appeal, choice, value, quality and consistence of excellent 
service, take each retailer on a journey of learning and 
appreciation of modern professional food retailing.

SHOPPING CENTRES

“ Dear Francis, The improvement is incredible, and the learnings 
our team have been able to glean from you is invaluable.”

  - Ben Watson, Centre Manager, Vicinity Centres


